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Mechanical Seal Analysis (MSA) 

Date 1/4/21  Pump Position 803P2B 

MSA # 2020-062  Seal Manufacturer FSI 

Inquiry # I-20-0127  Seal Model  MS6040HTC0046-2694 

Customer Anchor Seals  Shaft Size 2.875” 

Customer Ref # 2195987  Drawing # FSI-2694 

End User USS Clairton Works  Seal Serial # 02256 

Pump House TEC  Inboard Rotary Material Silicon Carbide 

Contact  Jason DiBiase  Inboard Stationary Material Silicon Carbide 

Phone 412-299-6900  Outboard Rotary Material - 

Salesperson House  Outboard Stationary Material - 

   Elastomers Kalrez 6375/ Graphoil  

 
General Seal Condition 
Seal was returned assembled and coated in dried hardened product. 

   

Figure 1: Seal Assembly 



 
Mechanical Seal Analysis 
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The Quench Port was found to be clear. 

     

Figure 2: Quench Port 

The Drain Port was found to be clear. 

  

Figure 3: Drain Port 



 
Mechanical Seal Analysis 
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Seal Face Conditions 
The silicon carbide stationary face was coated in product. Once cleaned it showed a 

concentric wear pattern. 

  

Figure 4: Stationary Face 

The silicon carbide rotary face was coated in product and showed a crack present across 

the sealing face. 

    

Figure 5 & 6: Rotary Face 



 
Mechanical Seal Analysis 
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Metal Components, Springs, Pins 
Most all metal components are in good working order. The carbon bushing and the baffle 

plate are in need of replacement. 

   

 Figure 7: Metal Components 

The bellows was removed and pressure tested. It appeared to not have a rupture. Due to 

the buildup of product on the bellows leaflets this test could possibly be misleading. Due 

to the severe service and possible fatigue we do not recommend reusing the metal 

bellows. 

   

Figure 8: Bellows 



 
Mechanical Seal Analysis 
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The product build up on the ID of the bellows is very hardened and crusty almost as if 

cooked as in high heat was present. 
 

  
 

Figure 9: Bellows ID 

 
Failure Explanation/Recommendation 
Failure Explanation: It is undetermined as to the cause of failure of this seal but it is 

clear that the seal was hot. The evidence to support this is that the product that is on 

and around the bellows was baked hardened and essentially cooked. So much so that the 

product that was found on the interior of the metal bellow did not propagate through the 

drain port. The crack in the rotary face and condition of the sealing faces show that they 

had gotten hot. This may have been from the seal possibly running dry but the other seal 

on the pump does not share the same dry hardened product build up. The product found 

in the seal appearing so different is one of the main reasons it has been so difficult to 

determine the failure mode for this split case pump. There were no signs of metal to 

metal contact throughout the seal. As mentioned previously the bellows was 

hydrostatically tested and appears to have not ruptured. Per as received photos of the 

pump this seal was on the outboard side of the pump.  

Recommendation: Ensure that the seals always receive the 3-5 psi steam quench to help to prevent 

the metal bellows from tearing at pump start up. Try and prevent any buildup of condensation / water 

in the steam being supplied to the quench ports. Be sure that the seals are primed prior to switching 

from 1 to the next. Repair the seal and return it to service. 

Additional Note: This seal ran for 18 months. 

 


